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BILINGUAL SCHOOLING IN BOSTON

A case study sponsored by the Ford Foundation and carried out by the

Centre for Applied Research in Education of the University of East Anglia

in collaboration with the Bilingual Program of Boston University.

SECTION ONE - CURRICULUM IN PROSPECT

A context study written by Barry MacDonald and based substantially

Upon twentysix interviews with Bostonians.

Section One Acknowledgements.

The account that follows is essentially a visiting observer's

reconstruction of events and experiences. It 16 based on .a
. 	 .

brief immersion in a distant community and a somewhat Langer

exposure to the chronicles of its many historians and social

analysts. i am grateful to all of them, butparticularly:to 	 •

the twentysix people who talked to me and my tape recorder,

usually at considerable length, about the story and circumstances

of bilingual schooling in Boston. All of them have influenced,.

this account althoUgh few are cited. Few histories even of:

the living, succeed in being histories of human experience o oand

the one that follows is no exception. But I have tried to reduce
and alleviate the non-participant's reliance on, surface featUres

and public events by weaving into narrative some strands of

personal biography. The individuals chosen by me to humanise

the account could not have anticipated such an outcome of their

cooperation, and I wish to record my profound thanks to each of

them for their indulgence.

Finally I want to thank Juan Martinez and Lucia David of BoSton

University for setting up the interviews and helping me in so

many ways to get to grips with the meanings of bilingual schooling

in Boston. Bat I must stress that neither they, nor Any of my

interviewees, are responsible for any errors of fact or of judgement

in the ensuing story.
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Barry MacDonald

"Leave the Poor to the poets and the statisticians."

("Howard's End")

That oanment, from E.M. Foster's classic novel of the budding twentieth

century, has lost none of its satirical appositeness seven decades later.

Another place, another time, but the affluent weary, as ever, of being

haunted by their casualties. Only the words change. Boston, in 1980,

has its poor, and their poets and statisticians. But now, here, the

poor are called 'minorities', because few of them are English speaking

whites. This story is mainly about one of these minorities, those who

speak Spanish.

Boston is a mess. This historic city, cradle of American liberty and

of libertarian mythology, is caught in a negative spiral of urban blight.

Unless the process can be reversed, a desideratum for which there is

presently neither the political will nor the social technology, the

core of the city may soon resemble an internment camp of stigmatised

and neglected pammunities, mocked by the wealth of its insulated exurbs,

from which each day two thirds of the city's work force commute along

federally subsidised freeways to the watchtowers of its private and

public bureaucracies.

Most of these commuters are white and white-collared, all of them are

middle-class. Some are trickling hack to live in the hub of. downtown

Boston, in the condominiums that twenty years of, so-called urban renewal

have wrested from the central ghettoes. These are the reclamations that

entrepreneurial slumlords, with the complicity of a tax-hungry administration,
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increasingly inflict upon the old and the Door tenants who were left

behind in the post-war exodus. The comfortable in-migrators include. 	 ,
the new pioneer's, the liberal pro-urbanites who sustain the rhetoric

of social rehabilitation and draw their salaries from the poverty

industry. rostly they leave their families at leatt a school system

away from their weekday pieds a terse in Back Bay and the South Enda

mostly they are amongst those most Concerned at tenant displacement

from the commercial nucleus, most distressed at the 3% vacancy rate

facing the evicted, most supportive of the rearguard actions of tenant

cooperatives fighting the abacus instincts of the banks and the slum-

lords. But for the old and poor of the inner city its a losing battle

to the economics of condomania t underwhelmed by federal handouts for

tenant activism and encouraged . by legislative funk under the green dome

of state on Beacon Hill. The image of Johannesburgh is a spectral taunt

now hanging in the air of dithering debate, a second nemesis for Boston's

well-heeled egalitarians who ih the early sixties had their city labelled

the P1ssissipi of the north by the NAACP.

Greater Boston has a population nearing three million, a State majority.

It is both quantitatively, and qualitatively predominant in American

higher education, boasting more than sixty post-secondary institutions,

with Harvard and MIT orowning its vast academic community. It lionised

George McGovern, spearheaded the assault on the 'racist' Vietnam mis-

adventure, took pride in a succession of pro-underdog postures and a

record of liberalising legislation. And, perhaps lulled by the comfort

of its words, perhaps by the merit of its comforts, it failed to notice

the atrophy of opoortunity on its own doorstep that was to bring the

postures home to roost.

There is, and was, another Boston, within the city limits, with, a

population of 620,000, the city of neighbourhoods, of 'ethnics',

a Catholic city, city of the Irish immigrants who began to flood in

from the mid-nineteenth century onwards and who, by the second decade
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cf the twentieth century were in command of the city's internal political

structure. But, if not exactly Pyrrhic, this victory Over the dominant

protestant elite waS a victory with limited spoils. The Irish

captured the scaffolding of the local economy but the vaults were already

secure, and were to remain so. Moreover the business elite had lost its

dynamic; not only sealed off ; it was burned out, and given over to the

social architedture of class exclusivity, cultural mystique and,

ultimately, ethical precept, 'Having banked two centuries of expansion,

they yielded the city to the Irish, and the Italians and Jews and Poles

and other Europeans who followed. But not the wealth and not even the

effective control which was judiciously transferred to the State and

the metropolis. There was no way up for the Irish, who came to the

wrong place, at the wrong time, and staved too long for too. little.

The mistake was to be repeated a century later by the southern black

Americans, those who have now joined them in the poverty trap that is the

Slow maturing legacy of the artisans and clerks of Boston's rigid social

order.

Boston in the fifties Was one of many northern cities unprepared for a

sudden influx of destitute economic refugees. Black migration dis-

located municipal welfare economies and black protest threatened the

urban bedrock of the Democratic vote. The new politics of poverty
followed and dominated the sixties before the leaner years of the 70s

saw a renaissance of the bootstrap appeal to self-reliance.

By 1960 black migrants in substantial numbers, uprooted, dumped and

exiled from the rural South by Federally subsidised technologisation

of the agricultural economy, had settled in the decaying infrastructure

of Boston, in the South End and Roxbury, spreading west into Jamaica

Plain and south into Dorchester. T?ore than fifty thousand of them, a

modest number in relation to other major cities, but sufficient to

accelerate white exodus and intensify the residential territorialism

which had long characterised the distribution of the white ethnic
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communities. The newcomers were unskilled and unsophisticated, much

like the Irish had been before them. They looked to manufacturing

industry for economic opportunity and found jobs both scarce and

hereditary. Foreign competition and relocation had already undermined

Boston's traditional trades, there was growing White unemployment and

total white labour control. They looked to the city for jobs and found

a job-dispensing monopoly in the hands of the block-voting Irish majority -

there was no way into the police force, the fire service, or the schools,

They looked to commerce and to the new technology-based growth industries

and found themselves underskilled. They looked to the publiC schools for

a remedy and found Jonathan Kozol's nightmare. They looked to the

increasingly horrified voyeurs on the north bank of the Charles River,

to those who had lectured the South on the iniquities of Jim Crow, and

they found strong words but weak law. They looked. to Washington and

found bandwagons and hand-:-aidS. They took to the streets and in the

end, as they had dote in the South, they took tó the deurtd.

By 1975 the Boston public schools were under the direct administration

of Federal District Court judge Arthur Garrity, who had earlier pronounced

the elected School Committee guilty of deliberate segregation. And now

the South Boston Irish were on the streets, beseiging the yellow buses

of the Garrity remedy, outraged by the hypocrisy of a solution that was

imposed by city users upon city dwellers ('Bus Ted Kennedy") affronted

by the conspiracy of under-dog and over-dog against middle America. For

a while Boston teetered on the brink of civil disorder; the world

watched, and the Boston Globe picked up a Pulitzer prize.

By 1980 the school system was chafing under direct legal rule, its new,

Harvard educated, imported Superintendent striving for the kind of

proactive command that might persuade the court to drop the reins.

Boston was auiet, but nervous. And it was still poor, and getting

poorer, beset by recurrent financial crises, fiscal economies at state

and federal level, rising welfare costs, increasing unemployment, a

selectively declining population, and a stagnant revenue base. Seventy
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per cent of city revenue derived from property tax, and more than half

of its real estate was tax exempt, including its wealthy private

universities. It had the highest cost of living of any mainland

American city; school costs had risen almost two hundred per cent

in a decade. Inflation nationally had reached eighteen per cent.

More than 12 per cent of its residents were below the official poverty

•line, most of them black it Puerto Rican, or both.

Hispanics, the largest linguistic minority in Boston, as they are in

the country as a whole, played no small part in the struggles and

conflicts of the past twenty years, pursuing the logic of their own

advantage on the stage of civil rights. In 1960 the U.S. census recorded

the apparently insignificant fact that fewer than one thousand Hispanics

lived in Boston. But this statistic underwent repeated multiplication

in the following years as the combined effect of New York overspill . (in

1960 eight per cent of New Yorkers were Puerto Rican) Cuban imthigration,

induttrial modernisation and economic decline rapidly altered the

demography of migrant opportunism. By the end of the decade, there were

upwards of thirtyfive thousand Hispanics in Boston, most of them poor

uneducated faxmworkers from the U.S. protectorate of Puerto Rico, but

also including a variety of South American aliens and Caribbeans, a

substantial nuMber of middle-class Cubans, and a smattering of urbanised

and irofessionalised continental Puerto Ricans. By the end of the next

decade, 1960, Massachusetts had close on two hundred thousand Spanish

speaking residents, and in the city of Boston the proportion of Hispanics

had risen to ten per cent of the population. (During the same period the

black community had more than doUbled its size.)

The newest Bostonians inherited the residential legacy of the crumbling

spine of the inner city, following the blacks into the South End,

Roxbury, Dorchester, Jamaica Plain and Brighton. United by contiguity,

by need and by language rather than by race they generated a new

political and social constituency within the city, with its own culture,

its own agencies, its own media of communication and, for a short tine
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at least, its own school. That school wasp is, the Rafael Hernandez,

a small and richly endowed fortress in the heart of impoverished

Dorchester.

To call the School a fortress is more than an acknowledgement Of its

fortuitous architectural legacy and opportunist creation; it is to

assert its symbolic significance in the Hispanic community's continuing

fight for effective educational provision, a fight that has now been

joined for more than a decade, since consciousness of the plight of a

groWing and largely un-SChooled Hispanic citizenry triggered a grass-

roots movement for legislative and executive action.

To call the school richly endowed is not to suggest that it is over-

endowed in terms of the needs of its 'Pupils; that would be a difficult

argument to sustain when Hispanic graduation from Boston Public Schools

is still negligible although more than 12 per cent of the students are

Hispanic, when, for the academic year 1976-107, out of a total of 111

public and private institutions of higher education in the state of

Massachusetts, only nine institutions had a Hispanic enrolment greater

than 3 per cent, and only three of these nine were in the city of

Boston. Indices of Hispanic employment and income levels reinforce

the picture of a disadvantaged community, although comparisons with the

general population tend to mask the plight of other disadvantaged

minorities.

In noting the endowment of the school I want to draw attention to the

complexity of its resource base rather than its comparative affluence

because this will belt) us to delineate some important parameters of

its political context. Schools like the Rafael Hernandez embody in

their resource structure the intricate intersections of local, state,

and federal educational politics and illuminate the game strategies

by means of which the control of public schooling is contested and

exploited by those whose varying interests and constituencies generate

competing agendas and priorities.
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This is the story of the Rafael Hernandez, its pre-history, its origins,

its place and meaning in the bilingual education movement. Most of this

report is rightly concerned with what goes on within the school; the

purpose of this section is to enable the reader to biing to that

portrayal some understanding of how its circumstances were shaped and

some sense of what its future could be.

The mobilisation of consciousness about the plight of the linguistic

minorities in the U.S.A. did not originate in the East, although

Massachusetts was to become the first state to mandate a bilingual

solution. It began where most of the Hispanics were and had always

been, in the South West, in Texas, California and New Mexico. And it

"took off" in the sixties, in the Kennedy years, when the egalitarian

proclathations of the White House harnessed to the taken-for-granted power

Of social technology promised to redress the grievances of the historically

deprived. It Ushered in a new era of inter-class alignments backed by

big, and increasingly entrepreneurial, government. In part the bilingual

movement exploited the slipstream of the black civil rights movement

that since 1956 had been gathering strength and confidence. Blacks were

no 'invisible minority', the catchphrase attached to the Chicanos by

their spokesman, but a potent political presence. It was the blacks

who, throughout the sixties, in Birmingham, Selma, Memphis, Detroit,

Chicago, in Washington and points north, confronted opponents and

supporters alike to demand action against de facto racism. They wrested

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 from a

precarious administration, and they died in Los Angeles. They softened

up the system managers and created the space and the style in which

other minorities could advance. And it was the blacks who, in choosing

the school system as their battleground, popularised the misconception that

the instruments of oppression are ipso facto the levers of change.

In the mid--sixties, as a result of a series of surveys and reports, the

under schooling of Mexican Americans (in Texas thirtynine per cent of

them had less than a fifth-grade education) surfaced in debate and became
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an issue of conscience and advocacy. The problem was located in the

failure of the schools to recognise and utilise their dominant language.

The National Education Association recommended the provision of bilingual

education, and in 1967 Congress stirred. Senator Yarborough of Texas

tried and failed. to introduce an amendment of the ESEA Act of 1965,

providing bilingual education for those with Spanish surnames. The

federal bureaucracy was resistant, convinced that Title 1 (covering

English as a Second Language) and Title III (reading remediation) were

adequate to meet the need. But the pressure greweand when President

Johnson established a Mexican Affairs Unit in July of that year the

Offite of Education fell into line with the rising tide of expeCtation.

More bills calling for a federal/state response to linguistic minorities

came before Senate, until Senator Scheur of New York rewrote Yarborough's

bill to include all non-English speaking children. In January, 1968

this amended bill became Title VII, the Bilingual Education Act; the

movement gained a national character almost immediately as well as a

legislated position from which to challenge the classic assimilationist

posture of those who in the early decades of the century had outlawed

minority languages as media of public instruction. A modest seven and

a half million dollars was appropriated by Congress under Title VII

for the 1969/70 school year. RFP notification was circulated and sixty-

five pilot programmes were funded.

One of the sixtyfive grants went to the city of Boston, where one in

three of a then substantial population of Spanish speaking children was

not in school and where the previous four years had yielded only four

Puerto Rican graduates from the high schools of the city. Boston had

one Hispanic policeman, no Hispanic firemen, no Hispanic political

representatives at any level.. Its school system was massively dominated

by the white majority, particularly by the block-voting Irish,

who commanded the five member School Committee, nine member Council,

and the Mayorshin. And the schools were segregated, systematically.
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Consciousness of the imminent scale of the educational problem posed

by Boston's growing Hispanic community was largely absent in the

early sixties, undoubtedly overshadowed by the darkening cloud of the

segregation issue. And many of those who would subsequently play

important roles in the bilingual movement had not yet arrived in the

city. In 1965, when Beacon Hill passed the anti-segregation Racial

Imbalance Law and thereby gave the Boston School Committee warning

of the shape of things to come, Robert Dentler and Alex Rodriguez were

still in New York. Maria Klein was learning English by immersion

in a New Hampshire school, Maria BriSk was training ESL teachers in

Peru, Liana Perez-Felix teaching high school in Puerto Rico, while

Carmen Pole was organising a chicano and black community in California.

Robert Wood, the current Superintendent of the Boston school system,

was heading a presidential task force on urban problems.

At that time awareness and response to linguistic disqualification was

confined to the expansion of ESL provision. Bob Seitz, who had started

an ESL training programme at BoSton University in 1962, when the

Hispanic population suddenly spurted, began to work with the Schools

Department, expanding his activities into teacher training and materials

production. A Title I grant in 1967 furthered this expansion, providing

modules of ESL in nine schools in the inner city neighbourhood, and

in 1969 Boston began hiring ESL teachers from its own budget. One of

them was Maria Klein, newly arrived in Boston with a Bachelor's degree

in English, and living in the South End, not far from Alex Rodriguez.

But in the.mid-sixties, although the bulk of Hispanics in the city were

migrant Puerto Ricans the response to ESL came mainly from other Latin

Americans, and ESL was still the unquestioned solution. Imperceptibly

but quickly the mood changed as the new community mobilised and took

political shape. ESL gave way to bilingual education as the Hispanic

platform developed a model for action based on the assertion of a distinct

identity. This change process is not of course documented but if one
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puts together the growing evidence in the late sixties of a Hispanic

community that was largely unschooled, unemployed and subject to

comprehensive discrimination, add td this the arrival on the scene

of sophisticated Hispanic and Wasp professionals with track records in

urban problems or civil rights who brought to the stirring of local

humanist protest some organisational and strategic experience, throw

in the conceptual influence of ideaS and aspiration6 from the South-

west Sand from New York) and one begins to assemble an understanding

of how it was that Boston was primed for the trigger of the 1968

Bilingual Act.

But one major influence on the pattern of development cannot be over-

estimated - the black struggle in Boston to desegregate the schbols.

The lessons were there for every stigmatised minority to learn. There

was a mountain to climb, and in 1965 it was made crystal clear that

the mountain would be defended. Early in that year Senator Kennedy

spoke for the liberal elite and the Democratic cause when he condemned

de facto school segregation. In November Louise Day Hicks of South

Boston replied for the working class white majority, winning her third

straight election to the School Committee wilah a massive two thirds

of the city-wide vote and a platform of unconditional resistance to

desegregation. Irish South Boston High, which sent only seven per cent

of its graduates on to higher education and which was in terms of plant

and facilities little better off than the over-crowded and decrepit

institutional slums of Roxbury, would never, it seemed, share its few

microscopes with the black ghetto children. The city had set its face

against its nouveaux poor, in defiance of a less than robust State law

calling for the dismantling of black majority enrolments, in dismissal

of a show of black solidarity some months earlier led by ex Boston

University student, Martin Luther King, and in reaction against the

grassroots initiative that in August had launched Operation Exodus, a

brave and determined effort by middle-class black parents to force

integration by busing their children to under-filled white schools.
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As the black/white confrontation headed inexorably towards collision

Hispanics sensed the need to define, protect and advance their own

interest. In particular there was a need to delineate the distinctive

structure of their educational problem, to prevent their needs as a

multi-racial, multi-class, linguiStic community froth being swamped

by the bipolarity that increasingly characterised public debate about

educational options. To make Cesium cause with their fellow-victims of

discrimination would not only have entailed the risk of sharing the fate

of America's seemingly permanent lower order and of drawing upon themselves

the full glare of a fearful and sometimes blindly reactive majority, it

would also have meant a confusion of issues and a possible conflict of

solutions. Desegregation, in the context of a sharpening allegiance

to the notion of bilingual schooling, posed more of a threat than an

answer to the problems of Spanish speaking children in English sneaking

institutions.

The Hispanic community chose to plough its own furrow on the issues

of language and culture, to maintain its boundaries with other

economically trapped communities while working hard on its own internal

unity, a unity made problematic by differences of national origin, race

composition and class antagonisms. Of course, it did make common cause

with other linguistic minorities, by necessity, although it was the

largest, the first to organise, and remained the undisputed leader in

the bilingual movement.

In the late sixties and early seventies the pace of developments affecting

the Hispanic community in Massachusetts was increadibly fast and

bafflingly complex. It was a period of sustained excitement for those

who, at different levels of the social system, layed siege to the

status quo in an effort to secure a response to Boston's changing

population and to the entrenched injustice of its protectionist

traditions. It was a period of liberalising civil rights legislation

on Deacon Hill (culminating for the linguistic minorities in the 'nation's
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first mandatory bilingual act) a rash of State la Ws that angered and

antagonised the city's white citizenry, already frightened by the

black threat to their stable security, their modest neighbourhoods,

modest schools, modest jobs, and alienated beyond reasonableness by

the moralising postbres of those whose wealth and mobility ensured that

they would be spared the consequences. There were to be no metropolitan

solutions to the prObleMs dramatically exposed it 1967 by the publication

of Kozol's "Death at an early age", no integration across the income

range. It was the have tittles Who Would integrate with the have

nothings to save the bltshes of the suburbanites anA satisfy the demands

of the Minority represettatiVes it the State House like Melvin King,

the black Democrat from Rbxbury whose 1965 candidacy for the Boston

School Committee had fallen prey to the majoritarian dominance of local

elections.

As we read and come to understand the story of the Hispanic community's

enterprise during this period, it is essential to keep in mind that

the keepers of the public purse and the makers of law and policy

had their attention firmly fixed elsewhere. The language issue was a

minor matter dwarfed by the fact that the black civil rights movement

had encamped in the North and had to be resolved. This provided the

Hispanics with both a climate and a cover under which they could, and

did, make almost unnoticed inroads into the system. Until 1972 that

is, when Federal District Court Judge Arthur Garrity opened the envelope

marked Tallulah Morgan et al, plaintiffs versus James Hennigan et al,

defendants. The NAACP had taken the segregation issue to the highest

court and from that point on the fate of the Hispanic beachhead was

inextricably bound up with the fate of the black continental Americans.

In 1968 came the Bilingual Education Act in Washington, followed, soon

after by the Request for Proposals. This was picked up in Boston by

Alex Rodriguez, then director of the Cooper Community Centre, a Puerto

Rican incomer from New York with a nose for the spoor of federal funds.
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That summer, in the context of growing concern about the Spanish speaking

population of Boston, he and a Cuban, Armando Martinez, had run the first

of two highly successful Latih American Summer Schools. in the South End

with Title I money. Together with other frontrunners in the nascent

Hispanic cause they approached one of the 18 strong cohort of ESL

teachers in the city, Martha Hass, and persuaded her to write a proposal

through the School Depertment, the required procedure for submission.

From that point of departure bilingual settlements made their appearance

in the public schools, joining and qUickly gainina ascendancy over the

expanding ESL programme. Title VII provided the initial seed money for

a five-year project to "service native English and native Spanish

speakers so as to educate them bilingually And biculturally". In 1969

wheh it began it had 120 first graders in six ClaSteS in the SOuth

End, blacks and Puerto Ricans largely, in equal numbers. Most of the

teachers were ex-Peace Corps Angles who had picked up Spanish as a second

language. It was a small beginning, clearly inadequate, and even before

it was launched the community leaders were lobbying the School

Department for further initiatives as well as mobilising support for a

State level breakthrough. Agency reports and official surveys, including

one from the Major's office, were signalling the emergency and providing

statistical ammunition for the protest pioneers like South Boston's

Sister Francis Georgia, a Franciscan nun who had watched with horror the

deepening plight of the Hispanics and who now used all her Charismatic

and ascribed authority to shame a procrastinating Irish School Committee

into supporting three bilingual clusters in the inner . city. This lobbying

of the Committee intensified through 1969 until, in November, a decision

in favour teats belatedly obtained. Within two months of that decision

the three clusters, one elementary, one middle, and one high school,

opened their doors for business in the South End and North Dorchester.

Those two months constituted a high point in the history of grassroots

participation in educational provision. The Hispanic leaders, now calling

themselves the Spanish Educational Council, did not wait for the wheels
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of bureaucracy to grind out implementation, With the assent of the

Committee they found unused locations for the clusters, scrounged the

furnishings wherever they could find them, advertised, screened and

selected the teachers. It was at unprecedented act of community control

in a highly bureaucratised system, and it reached its symbolic peak

when the parents of the elementary cluster, located after several false

starts in a school annexe in Columbia Road, voted for the name of "their"

school. The "school" building had once housed a nrosperous automobile

showroom in the days when it was a white middle class. neighbourhood, but

now the parents affirmed its change of identity by calling it after a

Puerto Rican artist, Rafael Hernandeg. in charge of the three clusters

was one Puerto Rican, Carmen Necheles, in charge of the Hernandez another,

Nilda Cruz. It was a de facto segregated school for Puerto Rican children,

and for most of them it was their first experience of schooling. Spanish

was the medium for content subjects, with English taught as a foreign

language. Those were heady lays, full of hope and potency.

The situation was not one that could be left for long at the mercy of

such mushrooming adhocery. For one thing other linguistic minorities

(Portuguese, Italian, Greek, Chinese, Haitian French, and Russian)

now sought to emulate the Hispanic effort, and began to inundate the

Council with requests for advice and assistance and to pressurise the

Court Street offices of the School Committee. The response of the

Committee was to inaugurate in August 1970 a Department of Bilingual

Education, located initially in the South End with a Portuguese Director,

Jerry Boteiho, and a small staff of consultant teachers to coordinate

the prolifering ESL and bilingual programmes, already at that point

employing nearly one hundred teachers. No teacher training was

provided under the initial Title VII regulations. Since 1968, when

officials of the State Department of Education with the active support

of Commissioner Sullivan began to collaborate with Hispanic leaders

in promoting a bilingual solution, Ernie Mazzone, a local Italian,

had been administering a teacher training programme for non-degree
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holding aspirants that within three years yielded 120, mostly Hispanic,

teachers and aides.

The setting up of the Department of Bilingual Education was the Committee's

response to the social pressure and to the educational need. The

response of the Hispanic community, both to the modesty of their own

attainments and to the infeasibility of assisting other groups to adopt

their laborious and demanding strategies* was to press for legislative

change through the liberal caucus lobby on neacon Hill.

The first bilingual education bill appeared before the end of 1970,

but it was too flaccid to satisfy a community that was now well led,

articulate and confident about what it would settle for. There was no

provision for community participation, inadequate representation of

minorities on the advisory committee, and above all there was no money.

The bill was condemned by the Spanish Education Council (renamed the

Spanish Federation in recognition of its expanding constituency) which

reacted by renewing its efforts to marshall support and widening its

base to encompass a state network of allegiance, including eventually

the Boston School Committee itself, galvanised from its apathy by the

threat from HEW of Title VII disinheritance. The Massachusetts

Coalition for Bilingual Education was formed, quickly gathered momentum,

and on February 4, 1971 Chaptet 71k, the Transitional Bilingual Education

Dill, became law.

The new law mandated full-time bilingual instruction in any district

where there were twenty or more limited English speakers. It also

provided for parental participation, teacher certification, examinations

for mainstreaming, and an annual State census to check compliance. More

than that, the State would reimburse the districts for the additional

costs of providing bilingual education, appropriating. for the first year

(1972-3) one million dollars, two and a half zillions for each of the

following two years, and four million dollars thereafter. The State set
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up a Bureau of Transitional Bilingual Education under Ernie Mazzone

to oversee implementation and to provide supnort services.

The bilingual shin was thus truly lannehed And those citizens like

Rodriguez and. Georgia who had carried the battle with unrelieved

commitment to every forum in the system could, for a short time,

take a breather. Both went on to State appointments, Rodriguez to the

Commission Against Discrimination, Sister Francis to the Office of

Equal Educational Opportunity as the linguistic minority advocate,

where she shared with Mazzone responsibility for oversight of district

compliance with the new law. Both were appointed to the advisory council

which was set up in December 1971, and were influential in framing the

regulations that throughout the seventies emanated from Mazzóhe's

Bureau to guide and control bilingual practice.

It seems worthwhile to pause at this point and to ask why bilingual

legislation was achieved so quickly, and relatively painlessly,

in Massachusetts. Rodriguez, who was closely involved behind the scenes

at each stage of the assault on Beacon sill, pinpoints three factors.

The first one is consistent with the scenario of civil rights issues

I have already tried to portray. "The people who fought for bilingual

were the same people who fought for special education, for sex

equalisation and all the other civil rights bills that were passed in

the late sixties and early seventies. They weren't seen as education

bills, not one of them talked about a pedagogy, but as civil rights

bills." The second factor was cost and problem size. "It was manageable.

What's a few million in a billion dollar budget? The number of ethnics

who needed bilingual services was small, unlike Texas or Miami. The

attitude was, 'Give them a programme, so what?'" The third factor,

in Rodriguez view, was the emotional appeal to an assembly of bleached

out ethnics. "Isn't it a goddam shame that you can't talk to your own

grandmother? That always seems to get everybody. All you had to do was

to hold people still and make them listen." Alex, it seems, had shrewdly

judged the price of grannies in a buyer's market.
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It seems fair to add that the leadership of the grassroots movement

embraced a potent mix of crusading fervour and sonhisticated political

skills; not always colefortably. But both the briefcase awl the torch

were necessary; each had the capability to activate different nerve

ends of the controlling institutions. And, whilst it would be

incorrect to reduce individuals to a single dimension and misleading to

polarise their differences, it is worth noting some of the compositional

tensions that are both a strength and a weakness of social movements

which require for success both a broad participatory base and a bullet-

like unity of purpose and aim. Leadership of the Hispanic community both

prior to the legislative breakthrough and in the turbulent decade

that followed was never, despite the infrequency of public conflict, free

from the threat of fragmentation. How could it be otherwise in a move-

ment of such multi-facetted heterogeneity? The individuals who snear-

headed the thrdst, same from the streets of Boston and others from

within its ramnarts, brought to that campaign different life experiences,

different structures of indignation, different nerceptions of opportunity,

perhaps above all different forms of knowledge of the culture of Hispanic
poverty. Not all were Hispanic let alone Puerto Rican, not all were middle-

class, not all had personally suffered poverty or failure. Maria Brisk,

who came to Boston in 1973 and was instrumental in legitimising bilingual

education as well as professionalising its expanding teacher corps, was

a white upper class Argentinian Hispanic who could trace her family hack

four hundred years. Alex Rodriguez who was a sophisticated urbanite who

had escaped from the Puerto Rican ghettoes of New York by virtue of his

intellectual gifts, but who did not forget his father's death of knife

wounds in the mean streets of his childhood, or that he had sworn to

his parents at the age of seven that he would never again speak a word

of Spanish. But even Alex had to relearn Snanish and renew acquaintance

with those mean streets to cement his credibility with community leaders

like Carmen Pole (I am not of course suggesting that this was his

purpose) who as a youngster had worked side by side with her , highly

educated mother in the fruitfields of California for 12 cents a box and
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shared with nine other workers there the squalor of an unlit wooden

shack. Carmen also came to Boston in 1973 but to Mission Sill where

daily contact with the social pathology of a belittled and bewildered

Puerto Rican settlement reconfirmed her experience and rekindled her

impulse to action. These were different individuals, different from

each other, different again from Maria Klein, who at the age of fourteen

was transported alone, without family or friends, from the womb of a

rural Cuban community to a new world where no-one spoke her language.

And different again from the Anglo/Bostonians who took up the cause,

the ex Peace Corps veterans fröm South America Whose proMinence in the

ESL phase of the movement receded as Hispanic credentials assumed

greater importance (some describe the change as a 'freezing out") and

local Catholic figures like Sister Francis and Virginia Dunn, who in the

mid-sixties discovered a mission on their own doorstep. 'Ginny recalls

the day in 1965 when, flying a kite with her pupils in the yard of a South

Boston school she noticed a boy of about nine years standing outside the

yard looking in. Everything about the child was a rarity in South

Boston. He was puny, he was brown-skinned, he had no teeth, and he

could speak no English. Within a short time she and Sister Francis had

made contact with the small community of Hispanics that was moving into

the slum area of South Boston, persuaded them to move into a housing

project in the district and broughttheir children into Ginny's classroom,

referred to thereafter by the principal as the "sob". But within five

years all those families had been burned out and stoned out of South

Boston and their homes looted by white racists.

All these were activists who gave the bilingual movement its cutting

edge; they were much more diverse than those whom they sought to

represent, in origins, in experience, in life-styles, in skills and in

values. It is hardly surprising that from time to time their unity

should be assailed by doubts and suspicions about who was truly represent-

ing the interests of poor Hispanics and who their own visions or their

own futures.
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And, as we go on from this point in the story to recount developments

in the post-legislative phase we should keep in mind how governents

respondsto those voluntary social movements which it can no longer

ignore. Typically the response has three stages. All three are

calculated to be divisive in their impact on a movement, and all

happened in the case we are considering. The first is investment, the 

second containment, and the third is assimilation. Investment releases

resources to deal with the problem, to provide relief, and as such is

of course quite properly received as a breakthrough in the struggle. The

initial effect is to unite the movement and to energise sometimes flagging

spirits. But the great irony of investment to solve the problems of the

poor is that it creates employment not for the poor but for the middle-

class professionals who will service them. Unless the investment is

massive it simply geheratet a new bUreaUcratic order of under-resourced

agencies. The issue of whether to regard such a phenomenon as a

necessary stage in social transformation or as an appeasing palliative

is one that is certain to drive a wedge between those who take different

views of the process of political change, and between those who have

different thresholds of urgency.

containment rein fort; 	
1711111

'reason', the problem isolated from other related problems Which have

not yet marshalled irresistible support, the numbers to be served

restricted to parsimonious interpretations of eligibility. This is

a phenomenon of rule-bound bureaucracies anxious to reconcile their

own expanding economic sector with civic alarm at burgeoning welfare

expenditures. It generates the numbers game, the census undercounts

and overcounts that feed cynicism on both sides of the saedbags.

And its effect on the movement is to divide those whom investment

has drawn into the administration from those who, from lack of

opportunity or out of ideological conviction, continue to prosecute

their advocacy from outside.
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Containment is a form of control, but sufficiently distinct to warrant

separation from the means by which the system, once activated by

investment and satisfied by operationa/ boundaries, attempts to

assimilate a new sector of activity which could otherwise acquire

dangerous tendencies towards autonomous action. The answer, from

the point of view of the administration, is co-optation through

bureaucratisation. Co-optation takes plaCe initially through an

extension of the policymaking and administrative franchise to those

indiViduals and groups demanding recognition and participation. This

form of annexation has its obvious rlaneers, but these are minimised in

the early pheSe by the established bureaucracy's advantage in

experience and skills and in the later phase by the bonding effect

of an increasingly shared perception of the problems of delivering

effective services. In tits way many of those who set out to dismantle

or transform the system become a source of strength and maintenance

to the status quo; they are recognised, legitimated, resourced and

trained, but they are at the same time inducted, acculturated,

frustrated and eventually integrated into an executive structure of

accountability that increasingly resumes its. monolithic form.

The effect of co-optation on social' movements is divisive and

debilitating, restricting when it does not remove the leadership and

restoring class differences and antagonisms that were temporarily

suspended under the banner of concerted action.

In so far as this analysis carries any conviction, it should '

emphasised that these features of system behaviour and their effects

are not here conceived as the successful outcomes of conspiratorial

and cynical intent. The collusive capability of complex social

organisations, even those of an intensively hierarchical nature,

is at best meagre, and the effects I have schematised are not un-

typically a source of perplexing dismay to those whose initiatives

have helped bring them about. These responses are better understood

as intrinsic functional properties of non-adaptive institutions.

Mow often do we board trolley cars in the hope of going places they've
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never been.) The point is, although I am in danger of overstating it,

that neither changes of heart nor changes of personnel alone can radicalise

the petrified mechanisms of.obsolete assumptions. Respect for its

institutions is the fatal error of Many who seek to 'change, a sieeiety;

unfortunately for them such respect is usually the price exacted by

society for agreeing to mend its ways.

Readers who assume from the foregoing that I am about to embark upon an

exploration of disunity in the Boston bilingual movement or to document

its dissolutibn in the paratitic embrace of administrative imperialism

will be confounded. The Hispanic movement grew throughout the seventiesp

despite a succession of severe tetbaCks, and is 4totaiig Still. It
responded to threats to its unity and resisted fragmentation, although it

was not and is not without its factions. No,'that . was neither my intent .

nor my conclusion. Rather, it'is to 'counter the tendency for

particularised and personalised social hittories to promote over-

particularised and .over-personalised interpretations of the flow of

events. Of course it is true that individuals exercise sinificant

options within the latitudes defined by situational constraints and

opportunities that are idiosyncratic in profile; that is the point of

Choosing to write such a history. But it is also true that the course

of events is shaped by long-forgotten, long-dead social engineers whose

options have hardened into our habits of mind as well as our icons;

we are haunted by legacies we little understand, more innocent than

we know. And that is the point of trying to construct a multiple

perspective and a historical perspective upon a contemporary institution

like the Rafael Hernandez school.

Let us now return to the point in the narrative at which we broke off.

With the passing of the Transitional Bilingual Education Act the

bilingual movement, and the Hispanic sector in particular, entered.a

period of rapid expansion under thebeleaguereàldirection of the City's

new Department, which was rapidly overwhelmed with demands from the
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various eligible communities for locations, materials, teachers and

guidance. Once the State Bureau got going in April 1972 Botelho and his

successors were constantly on the phone to Ernie Mazzone seeking the

regulatory guidelines that were under development by the State advisory

committee with the assistance of Harvard lawyers. Many of the regular

school prinCipala were resistant to the new requirement, satisfied with

ESL and flustered by the pace of a large unplanned innovation.

There were models of a kind in the prototype Title VII and cluster

projects; bUt they had captured virtually the whole pool of available

and qualified expertise and had not been systematically studied with a

View to replica ion. And they Were Of course excldaiVely Spanish

bilingual, and fully preoccupied, in the absence of specialited materials

and supervision, with their own problems of operationalising an unfamiliar

remit.

The problem was acknowledged by the Boston School Committee, which in

nay 1971 set up an Implementation Committee, with Alex Rodriguez and

Sister Francis Georgia prominent among its membership. They made

recommendations to the Department of Bilingual Education, and helped

it rethink its role in view of both the proliferation and differentiation

of programmes, and the need to think in terms of institutional integration

instead of isolated clusters.

The Department in three years expanded its staff to 167, its budget to

two million dollars. It changed the role of its consultant teachers

to supervisors, hired guidance counsellors to assist individual children,

community coordinators to help parents, and developed a mental health

programme for exceptional children. At the same time it was trying to

plan programmes and develop the census procedures now required by the

Massachusetts law. But more than any of these the need was for

trained teachers. Ernie Mazzone's efforts in this direction yielded

120 teachers, mainly Hispanics, by 1971, but this came nowhere near to

meeting the need. Nor did the programme of in-service training launched
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in 1971 by the Department in collaboration with Gregory Anrig's

newly formed Institute of Learning and Teaching at the University

of Massachusetts. This training, which continued until 1974, was

certainly helpful, particularly to Hispanic teachers, since it made

frequent use of the pilot experience, drawing eSpecially upon the

staff of the Rafael Hernandez. But it remains true of the period,

as those who lived through it recall with the wry amusement that time

sometimes confers upon the reconstruction of bitter experience,

"anyone who could say 'Buenos dies' was offered a job as a bilingual

teacher." And the schools continued to offer a imiteimal response to

the innovation.

At the end of the first full year of implementation a formal evaluation

of compliance (conducted by Ernie Mazzone and Sister Francis Georgia

in discharge of their new responsibility for oversight) found Boston

in non-compliance, mainly due to the Department's apparent powerless-

ness to overcome school resistance. any bilingual groups had been

relegated to the corridors, corners, closets and basements of their

host institutions and left to get on with their own devices. They

were understaffed, with an average teacher pupil ration of 19 to 1

instead of the 15 or 1 maximum mandated by law. And most of the teachers

had no aides, the provision of Whom allowed the legal maximum to rise

to twenty pupils. The evaluation called upon the Superintendent to

take action, and the eepartment set up workshops for school

administrators in an effort to change attitudes. Little improvement

was noted in October 1973 when a follow-up evaluation was conducted.

There was to be no formal evaluation of the 1974-75 year, the first

year of desegregation, but at the end of 1976 the state evaluators

found themselves reviewing a scene of court-ordered devastation

following a catastrophic botch-un of student assignments. Ernie

Massone said "This puts bilingual education back three steps, where

it was three years ago."
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We shall come to the desegregation saga shortly, but we should not

close the chapter on the early seventies without announcing the

arrival in Boston of two people who were quickly to come to

prominence in bilingual circles and who would occupy significant

roles when the converging paths of black civil rights and bilingual

education approached the point of intersection.

Robert Dentler arrived in 1972 from New York as Dean of Education

in Boston University, one of the city's many priVate institutions

of higher education. He was an urban planner and developer, a

sociologist of revisionist persuasion and an arch-desegregationist

committed to the extension of civil rights. In New York he had

directed 6 regional education laboratory. AS early as 1964 he had

initiated New itotk 4 6 kiett experiinents in bilingual education, which

he regarded as "a plausible vehicle" for the extension of civil

rights to Hispanics. Now in Boston, somehow persuaded that Boston

University sought a vanguard role in the transformation of urban

universities into urban service centres, this son of a German immigrant

and ex-English teacher was quick to obtain Teacher Corps support for

a pilot programme for inner:city Hispanic students. And in 1974, only

months before his appointment by Judge Garrity as court expert in the

desegregation case, he recruited Maria Brisk to the staff of the

Teadher Corps programme.

Maria Brisk moved to Boston in 1973 from Washington where, at the

Centre for Applied Linguistics, she completed a survey of bilingual

education programmes, of which there were already close on four

hundred nationally in more than thirty languages. In Boston, remarkably,

she took a job in simmering Roxbury, at the COmmunity College just across

the road from Alianza Hispana, one of a number of minority service

agencies opened in the early 1970s in response to the revelations of

need that characterised the late sixties. RoxbUry at this time was

as black as South Boston was white. Racial tension was high, it was
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considered to be a dangerous locality for whites to venture into..

Three weeks after she began work, the only Hispanic in a predominantly

black Staff, a white woman was murdered on the doorstep of the College.

Maria, a fair complexioned Argentinian dared not tell her husband where

exactly she was employed, but continued to service and support the

Hispanic students at the non-graduate college, encouraging as many as

could to complete their edudation at Boston University, where her efforts

(she was working 70 to 80 hours a week) soon caught the attention of

the new dean, Dentler, dissatisfied with the quality of his Teacher

Corps project. Maria moved, but she had been outraged by her experience

in Roxbury, by the conditions of Boston's poor minorities, by the ugly

cancer of attitudes that infested, every section of the community and

made her physically sick after every staff meeting. Temperamentally

rebellious (as a child she had more than once been removed from

school for her own safety for writing anti-Peronista slogans), deeply

indignant as a Hispanic by the rampant chauvinism that defined a

distinguished language and culture as a handicap, appalled as an

educationist by the system's failure to exploit the child's natural

resources in promoting his learning, she was ripe for recruitment to the

Boston bilingual movement, then struggling to convert legislation into

effective implementation.

Teacher training was the prime need. In 1974 Boston's Title VII grant

was due to expire after five years of supporting the first bilingual

classes for' elementary age Hispanics. A new proposal was in preparation,

and with the advent of a Title VII amendment introduced by Senator

Kennedy, federal resources for teacher training were now available.

Maria Klein, who had joined the Department of Bilingual Education as

a consultant teacher in 1972, was involved in the preparation of the

nroposal, and became director of the new Title VII. Federal provision

being restricted to supplementing State provision, the new nroposal

sought three new programmes to strengthen the stuttering extension of

bilingual education into the secondary schools - one in college
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preparation, one in career education, and one, located in the Mayor's
office under Rafael de Gruttola, in theatre arts. De Gruttola, a local
Italian who had been a foreign language teacher throughout the sixties
before joining the Department, would later become its first permanent
Director.

The two Manias met, and together developed the teacher training element
in the proposal. It was to provide Bachelor qualification for bilingual
aides and MasterS for bilingual teachers. It covered Cambridge and

Chelsea as well at Boston, and thus provided Boston UniVersity Bilingual

Programme, and Maria Brisk, With the basis Of an increasingly state-

wide responsibility. By 1.980 she was a tenured associate professor

with an untenured staff of five on yearly contracts, with sixty under-

graduates, fifty Masters and thirtythree doctoral students. She was

busy, her fragile expansion periodically threatened by institutional

recoil from the growing threat of status contamination posed by minority
advance into higher education. By that time Dentler, disillusioned
of the possibility that Boston's elitist academies might be persuaded

to make good their libertatian rhetoric, and disgusted by a public

attack on bilingual education delivered by his own university

president (an attack that trough bewildered phone calls from the

Title VII administrators in Washington) had left for a research post

with Abt Associates in Cambridge.

One more piece completes this section of the jigsaw, and takes us hack

to events prior to bilingual involvement in the segregation case. Ohe

evening in January 1975 Maria Brisk was at hone in suburban Newton when

she got a phone call from a stranger who turned out to be a Hispanic

teacher aide. Would she come to a meeting? They had heard she was

someone who might he able to help . them. Maria went and was confronted

for two hours by a seventy strong crowd of Hispanic bilingual aides,

angrey and desperate women demanding professional education, pleading

for help. Their distress and frustration left an enduring imprint on

Maria, who was already critical of the discriminatory effect of a
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teacher credentialling system that rejected as undergualified,

exnerienced and qualified Puerto Rican teachers, then used them as

cheap professional labour. The upgrading of aides became a priority

concern calling for the extension of in-service opportunities.

Let us now revisit the black, civil rights issue and try to weave it

through the peSt mandatory decade of bilingual eduCation in Boston.

And let us reme6aber -, as We Pick up the thread at the turn of the

decade, that the blackcloth was a city in deepening financial trouble

from economic decline, middle class flight, and rising costs, a city whose

neglected public schools were both changing and losing enrolment as

more and more of those who oould, left the city and of those who could

not transferred their children to the extensive private sector of

parrochial schools established generations before by the oppressed

Catholics to escape Yankee ideology. In the space of fifteen years,

from 1965 to 1980 enrolment in the Boston public school system was to

decline from 93,000 to 68,000. In the same period the total budget

of Massachusetts state would increase by 1,000 per cent and USA's

total expenditure on education from all public sources grow to

nearly one hundred billion dollars. Social justice was to become an

increasingly expensive and unpopular commodity throughout the seventies.

By the end of the decade the kind of liberalism that was negotiable

political currency in the sixties would become an endangered species.

In 1980 South Boston would finally hear a Kennedy speak for their interests

rather than appeal to their values. Nationally there would be fear at

some levels and frustration at others as the inexorable logic of free

enterprise reached a point where the country's wealth and its economic

/ ideology, so long secured by the dominance of America in the world market,

became clearly vulnerable to changing market conditions and the mobile

greed of international corporatism.

By 1971 the locomotive of black civil rights in Boston was at a standstill

but overheating and threatening to explode. If somebody didn't do some-

thing to call the bluff of the School Committee, which for six years had
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defied the Racial Imbalance Law, the NAACP would once more take to the

streets and the beaches. (Carson Beach was the name of a stretch of

South Boston waterfront, a favoured habitat of the white ostrich,

that had witnessed one of the first major demonstrations of black

community protest in the previous decade). By this time the black

leadership had evolved, changed and become more differentiated.

Some, like Mel King, were acquiring clout in the legiSlature while

others, like James Breeden, who had dabbled in the late sixties with

the possibility of progress through community power politics were

becoming professionalised in the graduate schools of Harvard.

But now, at last, muscle was about to replace exhortation. The

Commissioner of Education, Sullivan, appointed in 1968 on a widely

publicised promisory note to bring Boston into line, got his Board

of Education to demand complete elimination of imbalance by 1973-74.

The muscle took the form of withholding twentyone million dollars in

State aid, subsequently bid up to fifty-two million a vice that became

a fiscal pincer when in June 1972 HEW gave Boston similar notice,

thus adding a further ten million dollars to the ransom for the city's

blacks. The traditional autonomy of local education policy was

stripped of its borrowed clothing, and the financial threat galvanised

the'neutral' mayor into action. Mayor White, a deft politician with

an unrivalled ability to find Switzerland in time of war, now nressed

his School Committee into a series of conciliatory initiatives and

commitments, including some alteration of the race-determined district

lines while a master-plan was developed, and the opening of a model

'balanced' school. In the meantime they could, and did, use the

breathing space to appeal the demands through the State judiciary.

Appeals and counter appeals characterised the period from 1971 to

1973, culminating in State Supreme Court-ordered quasi-judicial hearings

under Harvard professor of law Louis Jaffe, assisted by Boston's new

dean of education Robert Dentler, a desegregationist with a veteran's

experience. The Jaffe Report of May 1973 recommended a modified.
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integration plan, with exemption for South Boston on the grounds of

its extreme hostility to blacks. But the Board of Education insisted

on South Boston's inclusion, the plan was approved by, the State

Supreme Court and the Boston School CoMmittee ordered to implement

it by September 1974.

Long before this process was complete, however, the arena of enforceable

decision on the issue had shifted to the chambers of Arthur Garrity,

who spent 1973 pondering his options. Federal law took precedence over

State law, and once the NAACP, exasperated by the interminable tug-of-

war between city and state and dissatisfied in any case with the weak

Compromises of the Racial Imbalance Law, filed a class action suit against

the Boston School Committee and the State Board of Education (constitutionally

responsible for edudation) the hall was irrevocably in Garrity's court.

Nevertheless Garrity, neither by taste nor by habit a natural fellow-

traveller of the judiciary radicals whose sorties into American civic
life were already commanding close attention, had more than a spectator's

interest in the outcome of the local conflict. Be was and remain.
anxious to emerge with a remedy that would have sufficient backing at

all levels of the community to succeed. In 1974, a year after finding

the newly elected Boston School Committee guilty of deliberately

operating a dual system by redrawing district lines, and in response

to the abdication by the Committee of their legal responsibility to

fashion an acceptable remedy, he swung into action with Phase I of a
two year plan to desegregate the schools. Taking the State plan as the

only available model at that time but not necessarily the best for all

time he bought some breathing space for the court by ordering the

integration of two neighbourhoods in 74-75 while he considered the
Phase 2 master plan. Determined to make crystal clear from the outset

the constitutional integrity of the remedy Garrity ordered black Roxbury

and white South Boston to be desegregated to the extent that each school

in the combined districts would match the distribution of blacks and

whites in the combined enrolment. Buses would be provided by the city
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to transport the requisite proportion of white students and white

teachers each day to the slum schools of Roxbury. On the way they would

pass another fleet of butes carrying the requisite proportion of black

students and black teachers to the 'no-go° heartland of white racism.

Garrity's ruling of dune l974 stunned the citizenry of Boston, enraged

the lower income working class White ethnics and threatened to split

the black COmMunity, whose leadership had to rally frightened parents

behind the Phase I order,

On September 12, 1974 the first fleet of buses from Roxbury, filled with

frightened but resolute black children and escorted by apprehensive

and irresolute Irish policemen, ran the Southie blockade in a hail of

broken glass and venomous intimidation, inaugurating a winter of un-

precedented civic disorder in which authoritatiVe leadership was mono-

policed by the back street extremists. It wat a major test of the polity,

and it exposed the vulnerability of representative government to violent

eruptions of popular 	 Mayor White vacillated (a form of

political initiative that was subsequently honoured by a Doctorate in

Political Science), Governor Sergeant forked the issue by declaring him-

self for voluntary busing, while President Ford sealed the vacuum of

civilised leadership by publicly criticising the Garrity plan. The

list of eminent invertebrates was lengthy and for a while it looked

as if ROAR (Restore Our Alienated Rights) a Hicks-inspired ad hoc

coalition of militant white opposition, encouraged by the recalcitrance

of school officials and Committee members, the aMbivalent timidity of

the Boston Teadhers Union and the catatonic trance which seemed to

.immobilise both secular and religious leaders alike, might actually

succeed in discrediting due process and frustrating the apparatus of

implementation. The restoration of orderly governance was slow;

the Governor retracted, the President retracted, moderates and liberals

mobilised behind the reforms, and the tension began to ease. The

electoral successes of the white extremists a decade before were not

to be repeated in 1975, when the annonymity of the ballot box revealed
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public recoil from the oolitics of violent dissent. Two members of

the School Committee who had openly supported the efforts of ROAR

to sabotage the Court order were dumped from office.

Throughout the winter of '74, while the battle raged in the streets

and meeting places of the city, one middle aged, middle class commuter,

a tall bespectacled man with no taste for turmoil, made his way

each day from a quiet residential exurb to his chambers in Post

Office Square. Arthur Garrity was getting on with the task of mid-
_

wifing Phase 2, the permanent city-wide remedy. Phase I was but a

holding operation, integrating 80 schools in acoordande with the

universally criticised bUt convenient Racial Imbalance Law. Phase 2

would have to fully eliminate the violations he had cited in his 1973

ruling. And, although the Court was formally enjoined to disregard

public clamour", there could be no doubt that Garrity's pronounced

distaste for interventionism, a dictate which explained his passive

acceptance of ROAR's disruption of the parent councils set up to

facilitate and monitor Phase I integration, would ensure that social

acceptability figured in the planning.

By December Garrity had concluded that the Boston School Committee

was not going to produce a constitutionally acceptable remedy which,

as defendants, they were required to do, and that he was going to

have to produce his own plan. Under advice from the federal Justice

Department, which kept tabs on the availability and location of

individuals with experience of desegregation planning, he phoned

Dentler and asked him to be a Master of the hearings he proposed to

hold as an input to the planning process. Dentler preferred, and got,

an appointment as one of two Court experts (the second was black

academic Marvin Scott) in a team of seven, including four Masters and

a special clerk. Dentler and Scott would be, as Dentler puts it, the

"gumshoes of the Court", working behind the scenes, liaising with the

judge about the progress of the Masters. Dentler's special role, as he
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saw it, was to factor in other minorities, to widen the frame of reference

of the Court at every juncture. This meant in essence, to take account

of the expanding bilingual programme and its Hispanic flagship, the

Rafael Hernandez Helical.

By this time, in any case, BoAton'S hispanic activists had decided to

face the desegregation threat head-on. Horrified by the Immanent

dispersal of their children on a blind and meaningless criterion

(pigmentation) they formed El. Comite Pro La Defense De La Educacion

Bilingue and entered the suit as plaintifiinterVeners on behalf of

Hispanic parents.

Throughout February and March, 75, when the hearings took place, the

bilingual interest, forcefully canvassed by Dentler behind the scenes,

skilfully advocated by the well-briefed lawyers of El Comite, and.

noisily represented in the courthouse by an ever-present assembly of

Hispanic citizens, gradually assumed the status of a critical factor

in the minds of -the Phase 2 planners. NOtof course a prior concern -

in a desegregation suit the fate of linguistic minorities had to be a

secondary consideration, but critical in the sense that a satisfactory

resolution of the bilingual problem became a key element in the Court's

efforts to develop a comprehensive plan that would unify, rather than

further divide, a fragmented city.

El Comite, and its array of advisers, allies, expert witnesses, and

technical support staff, made strange company, prone to internal

rifts. When Alex Rodriguez, the undisputed leader of the professional

wing of the movement, attempted to represent the Hispanic interest to

the Court he was successfully challenged by the up-and-coming champion

of the Mission Hill residents Carmen Pola, an ex-Californian populist

who wes beginning to ride the tide of mandatory parent power and making

life uncomfortable for friend and foe alike. "A leader is not a leader

when he gets a 20,000 dollar a year Job, comes to an office at 9 o'clock
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in the morning, go home at 4, have a nice steak dinner, put on the TV,

and go to sleep at 10." Not, as Carmen now acknowledges, a fair

description of Alex's untiring efforts over many years to advance the

Hispanic cause but a typical example of the Puerto Rican 'outlaw'S'

vituperative style of dissent from the lobby and backroom politics of

the middle class virtuoso. Twenty years of passionate etbroilment in

the cause of the poor (and'tot justok'the Hispanic poor either), had

done little to alter Carmen'S view that, with rare individual exemptions,

the United States was coMpoSed of three classes - those on the take,

those on the make, and those on the welfare. And it was upon this last

group, politically enfranchiSed by a succession of state and federal

codicils designed to secnte Client oversight of their social service

investments, that Carmen was to build her power base in the post-federal

phase of bilingual schooling in Bostbn. "It's the numbers game . 	 . the

professionals tend to isolate thesiselveS 4 4 I know where to go to get

the numbers out". At ability to get the numbers out was to prove crucial

at key junctures in the late seventies. Meantime, in Garrity's court-

room Alex had to suffer the discomfiture of having his testimony suspended

until El Comite resolved the issue of who was to 'speak for the Hispanic

community. It was a minor hiccup, and one he was well equipped to take in

his resilient stride, but a graphic reminder to all those concerned of

the problem of personal credibility of those who from a position of

relative affluence seek to represent its casualties. Alex faced that

problem and successfully passed through the eye of the needle. So did

Maria Brisk. Maria Klein, whose career path to the principalship of the

Rafael Hernandez left a number of competitors floundering in her wake,

still attracts mistrust from community based. Puerto Ricans like Carmen

Pola and Liana Perez-relix, whose interpretations of the changing

countenance of the school lean more upon conspiracy theory than upon the

forces of administrative and economic imperialism.

Also in court in the early months of 75 was Maria Brisk, recruited by

El Comite to testify as an expert witness on the merits of bilingual

educatiam generally and the merits of the Rafael Hernandex school in
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particular. Recruited in February and due to testify in March Maria

had to move quickly. Although she had heard about the school from her

students on Dentler's programme at Boston University (many of them had

children there) and from Maria Klein, she had no first-hand acquaintance

and had not met the teacher--in-charge, Liana Perez-Felix. .A phone call

later she was on her way through the familiar maze of the city's southern

sprawl. The school was but five minutes away from the Community

College in Roxbury where Maria had already undergone a traumatic baptism

in the pathology of poverty.

Maria liked what she found inside the squat white annexe. "It was

impressed, for instance, by the idea of levelling the children by

linguistic competence rather than by grade, and not just by English

competence, as Was the usual practide, but different groupings for each

language. I got the impression of a school that was dedicated to the

purpose - a bilingual school, not just a bilingual programme within a

school."

In Court, before the Masters, Maria set aside any reservations she may

have felt about the school as a model of bilingual practice and threw

her expert weight unreservedly behind its defence. "It didn't have as

many problems as other programmes and it seemed to me that it had some

sort of an organisation. I was really fighting for it more from the point

of view that it had been the result of a lot of work from El Comite and I

just didn't want them to lose the only, the one little thing they had in

the education system."

With Dentler working hard off stage to sensitise the court team to the

bilingual issue, Maria on stage arguing the educational needs of linguistic

minorities (El Comite was assumed by Garrity, somewhat illogically, to

speak for all the relevant groups) and the seasoned compaigners of the

Massachusetts law bringing their considerable skills and experience to

bear upon the briefing of El Comite's attorneys, significant concessions

were won from the Masters, and built into the Phase 2 proposals. The
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Masters accepted, in the first place, that for educational purposes it

did not make sense to classify linguistic minorities by race. Had they

been so classified it would have been impossible to locate them in order

to make bilingual provision. In the second place they accepted that

some exemption from a strict ratio formula for desegregation might be

necessary so that 'critical mass' (sufficient numbers in one building)

would be possible.

Throughout March the outline of a comprehensive remedy took shape in the

minds of the Masters, who had considered and rejected as inadequate the

plans devised by both the plaintiffs and the defendants, and had heard

nearly 200 witnesses. The Masters, who clearly had defusion as well as

deSegregation in mind, redrew the city's internal boundaries to create

nine school districts and added one city-wide district composed of more

than twenty magnet schools, each with its own special theme, for which

parents could opt in preference to the district school. All schools would

be subject to racial integration reflecting the composition of each

district, with the magnet schools reflecting city-wide ratios. In

addition. the schools would be enriched by contractual provision of

support from the city's universities and an expanded programme of aid

from its business firms.

The so called 'pairing' of Boston's elite and elitist institutions of

learning with its Dickensian public schools was hard won. It was the

brainchild of one of the Masters, McCormack, who was determined to

exploit the academic resources of the "Athens of America". Supported

by Dentler, who pointed to the precedent of Boston U.; and U. Mass in

bilingual education, they called together 17 presidents of the city's

prestigious colleges and universities, and put the proposition to them.

"The city is burning", they told them. But, with few exceptions, the

presidents prevaricated. They didn't want to take over the schools,

but neither did they want their projects messed about by 'philistine'

school administrators. The notion of a contractual arrangement for the
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provision of special services was mooted as a way through. Still the

presidents demurred. A second meeting was called at which Robert Wood,

president of U. Mass and an enthusiast for the plan, pulled a master

stroke. At the start of the meeting he offered to pair his university

with the whole of District 6, the battlefield of Phase 1. Then he

got up and left the meeting. Resistance collapsed. Even Harvard agreed

to participate, pairing with Roxbury High, where one of its junior staff

was already involved in association with U. Mass's Institute of Learning

and Teaching. Boston University was paired with all the Hispanic

bilingual programmes and with the Rafael Hernandez, already pencilled in

as one of the magnet schools. The evolving plan now fleshing out in

Garrity's chambers was also to involve the city's cultural organisations

museums, theatres, zoo, aquarium and music conservatory, through an

ad hod meChanism Called the Cultural Education Collaborative which

would bring into the schools cultural resources not available in the

past.

The Masters' plan for Phase 2, unveiled in draft form in mid-March,

got a mixed reception from a citizenry still on the brink of lawlessness,

still rife with rumours of plots to blow up the bridges linking the hub

to South and East Boston, still seceding from the public schools at

an increasing rate (public school enrolment declined by 10,000 in the

first year of desegregation). The NAACP strongly opposed the plan,

pointing particularly to the anomaly of East Boston, which would remain

95 per cent white. The Boston Teachers' Union opposed the plan, being

particularly critical of the 'intrusion' of the universities, minority

hiring of teachers, and the planned extension of citizen monitoring

groups. The Boston School Committee, whilst expressing some satisfaction

with the fact that the Court had adopted from them the concept of magnet

schools, remained adamantly hostile to forced busing ("cost, white

flight, opposition"). But the plan was at least less inflammatory

than many had feared, not least Mayor White, who had to find the extra

18 million dollars that busing and policing the city through Phase

had cost. Between September 12, when Phase I began, and March 21, when
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the Masters called a press opnference to announce their remedy, more

than 350 people had been arrested for school-related crimes. The plan,

though satisfying no-one, successfully isolated extremists on both sides

of the issue. Boston began to simmer down.

We shall come to the specifid provisions of the plan for linguistic

minorities shortly. In the debate that followed the press conference,

attention became sharply focussed upon Courtroom 5, where Judge Garrity,

closetted with his two experts, considered the Masters' proposal and

prepared his ruling. Would he concede the NAACP challenge to the

constitutionality of a plan which permitted such wide variation in

the degree of integration that would be achieved in each district?

Would he accept the separate categorisation of minorities other than
by race? How would the Rafael Hernandez fare in a city-wide district

governed by strict ratio requirements, or in Dorchester, 45 per cent

white?

The masters retired from the case at the end of March. Dentler and Scott

had contracts extending to June, at which point they were indefinitely

extended, when it became clear that the Boston School Committee would

take no responsibility for implementing Garrity's Phase 2 plan, announced

in May for implementation in the fall. The Committee would only follow

detailed orders. Garrity felt he had no option but to take over the

direct administration of the school system. "The judge's revulsion

against that", recalls Dentler, "would be impossible to describe, but

the defiance was total."

The Garrity plan differed marginally from that of the Masters. Instead

of ten districts it decreed nine, thereby increasing the nznbers of

bused students in partial response to the NAACP critique. It endorsed

the separate categorisation of linguistic minorities, and called for

provision of bilingual programmes at all levels, including kindergarten

(not mandated by the State bilingual law) in "desirable schools and

suitable clusters". It made orders relating to minority hiring to
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integrate the teaching and administrative staffs of the system, and it

established an extensive hierarchy of civic watch committees to monitor

Phase 2 implementation, culminating in a 42 member Citywide Coordinating

Council, representing all shades of opinion and chaired by Robert Wood.

It closed some schools, including the Whittier, which housed a programme.

for Hispanic adolescent illiterates, Liana Perez-Felix had been in

Charge at the Whittier before moving to the Hernandez.

But the Hernandez won its case for exemption, at least, from strict

integration criteria. Dentler - "Hernandez had to be desegregated on

equity grounds alone but it had bone fide programmatic emphasis. What

we said was "Let's leave as much of the Hernandez as intact as possible.

We'll exempt it from the conventional guidelines, and amplify ,ts theme

so that the non-hispanic students, about one third of the total, Will

go there because they want an induction into Hispanic culture". So the

Hernandez syMbolised the Court's willingness to compromise and evidenced

Garrity's aspiration to "integration with duality education". El

Comite's reaction was less than grateful. They had lost their neighbour-

hood school, their own Hispanic school. To this, and to other aspects of

the Court plan for bilingual . education, they responded throughout the

summer with detailed alternative blueprints for bilingual provision,

mostly concerned with the location of programmes, and mostly accepted

without argument by the Court. But the Court would not, probably could

not, budge on the fundamental imperative of desegregation for the Hernandez.

The task faced by the Court that summer was a formidable one, to produce

by July the first student assignments. The available data, on district

populations, school enrolments, distribution of ethnic minorities, was

not only inadequate but subject to interest-based distortion by

contending statisticians and speculative guesSes about the numbers of

children of school age not in school. Dentler and Scott, denied the

active cooperation of the School Deeartment, had to make the best estimates

they could. One immediate effect was the dismantling of the existing
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bilingual programmes and their relocation within the new community

districts.

To El Comite this represented a subordination of their interests to the

black. interest. Those who had struggled hardest to get the Hispanic

prograOtet off the ground following the State act of 71 tOok it hard -

"With help like this why doesn't the Federal court go away?". Dentler

took a different, broader and more long term view. "In fact the bilingual

programme was as close to non-existent and as fraudulently distributed as

could he accomplished. This was a zone of inordinate indifference to

the Boston School Committee. It was just nominally beginning its compliance

with the State Bilingual Act. It was the Federal intervention that gave

the State Act teeth, that made it coercive for the School Committee."

Dentler saw himSelf as replacing an inadequate, somewhat accidental and

opportOnist structure with the baSis of full proviSion for bilingual

education in at least six languages.

But for the first year of Phase 2 the redistribution of bilingual students

was relatively minor, and the Rafael Hernandez achieved its new

composition with comparative ease ("comparative" since it was of course

an immensely difficult task for all the schools and parents to come to

terms with complex new arrangements launched during the summer vacation

and implemented immediately thereafter). But before the year had ended

it became clear to the Court that the bilingual programmes were being

used for purposes that violated the desegregation intent. Linguistic

minority parents in large numbers were opting for bilingual programmes

in order to place their children in a walk-in neighbourhood school,

an option denied to other parent? who lodged strong protests with the

Court. It meant they were often crossing community district boundaries,

a form of flexibility permitted by the Court order but limited to bilingual

and special needs students. Desegregation was threatened, and Garrity

asked his experts to do something about it.
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Back to the drawing board and, for 77-78, a complex geo-code system

of student assignments that reastributed at least half of the four

thousand students then in bilingual programmes. The impact was a

disastrous dislocation of the system, chaos in the schools, general

confusion, and a storm of protest from the Hispanic-led minorities,

many of them now convinced that the Court was against them. A virtual

restoration of the status quo was the Court's response for the following

year, and the storm passed, leaving in its wake however a residue of

mistrust, and a pervasive lack of confidence in the new as well as the

old administration. Meantime, while the schools struggled for

stability in the shifting sands of administrative fiat, the Boston

School Committee was preparing to take a major new initiative,

suggesting a transition in style. By 1978 the Committee had exhausted

the political viability of sullen withdrawal, petty obstructionism

and atavistic tribalism. The wind of electoral impatience was beginning

to gust, the costs of schooling compounded by inflation had pushed

up property taxes to unprecedented levels. Even the mild-mannered

Boston Globe, which made a virtue of its prudence, went on the attack,

describing Boston as "a highly politicised system that is reactive

rather than innovative, riddled with waste and patronage, and emerging

from the problems of desegregation to find itself with a largely black

and minority enrolment of 72,000 and a budget of $175,000,000".

In April 1978 an Advistory Task Force on management restructuring of the

school department recommended a new streamlined administrative organisation

with one all powerful chief executive accountable to the Committee but

with significantly enhanced independence of day to day action. This

would replace the much criticised structure of largely autonomous

sections which had made accountability difficult and corruption easy.

The Task Force also recommended decentralisation of the huge and cumber-

some central administration in order to secure more effective delivery

of services to the schools.
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In the summer of 1978 the School Committee surprised everyone by not

only adopting the recommended changes but by breaking a 70 year old

tradition in going outside its own administration for a new

Superintendent, They unanimously chose Robert Wood, U. Mass

President, and an educator and urbanist with a national reputation.

Wood was the complete outsider, and a prestigious one, d one time

Cabinet secretary during the Johnson administration. He was highly"

respected by Garrity, having played a proactive role in the formulation

and subsequent monitoring of the desegregation plan. There could be

little doubt that his appointment was designed to refurbish the tarnished

image of the Committee and to hasten the relief of the administration

from judicial siege.

But for the bilingual movement the advent of Wood and reorganisation

was at best a raised blessing. The Hispanic leaders had learned how to

play the power politics of the old system. Using a combination of

personal contacts and concentrated pressure they had built their own

pyramid. from the floor up into the resource bank at 26 Court Street,

peaking in 1977 with the appointment of Rafael de Gruttola as the first

permanent Director of the Bilingual Education Department. And then,

only one year later, while they were still reeling from Dentler's

mystifying permutations of the student assignment rules, the new

Superintendent began to systematically dismantle their headquarters.

Rafael's post was to be demoted to that of Senior Adviser, his central

staff decimated by dispersal to the districts in the role of bilingual

coordinators. Wood, determined to create one chain of command and to

give himself space on the bridge was changing the rules of the game.

Now those Who sought access to the higher levels of the organisation

would be compelled to negotiate a series of buffers, with real decision-

making power insulated at the top. In many respects the new structure

resembled, in rhetoric as well as substance, the abortive system of mini

City Halls introduced by Mayor White a decade earlier.
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If the diminutive fiftyfour year old superindent didn't realise that

his proposals amounted to a declaration of war he was soon to be

made painfully aware of it. "Betrayal" screamed Carmen Pola, now

a full-time co-ordinator of one of Garrity's CDACs (Community

District Advisory Councils) but, more significantly, chairperson of

the MasterPAC, the city-wide network of State mandated parent

committees upon whose approval rested the release Of State funds

for bilingual education. Throughout the early months of 1979 Woods'

worry beads went into overtime as Carmen led the troops of the welfare

class on to the streets of Boston and bearded the mandarin in his Court

Street den in scenes reminiscent of the civil rights marches of the

sixties. Wood was a theoriSt, unversed in the nblitics of confrontation,

unnerved and deskilled by the physical and vocal threat of an emotional

mob of mothers who were not interested in the virtues of his master plan

for decentralisation, not impressed by his professions of good faith,

who would even let him speak without shouting him down. But he was

nothing if not resourceful and clever. He prevaricated, he postponed

implementation and, in an effort to channel minority protest into more

manageable forms of representation he called upon the professional

leaders (Rodriguez, Maria Brisk and Maria Klein among them) to form a

transition team to advise him on bilingual provision. If he hoped by

this manoeuvre to bypass the MasterPAC he was mistaken. The MasterPAC

was mandatory and fiscally crucial, and Carmen knew it. She disowned the

transition team report, much to the discomfiture and annoyance of the

professional wing of the movements and Wood was forced to recognise the

MasterPAC alternative, an imnlementation team with parental as well as

professional representation. The resulting report differed little from

its scorned predecessor, but that was not the issue. It had teeth.

The drain upon the energy banks of the bilingual activists was beginning

to tell. They were tiring, and verging on twitch. Alex was in any case

already turning his compaigninc attention to other caretakers of

discrimination, to the prisons and the mental hospitals that warehoused
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so many of the surplus Hispanic population. Maria Brisk was expanding

her teacher training domain and carrying her expert witness to the far

reaches of New England as more and more linguistic groups took their

cause to law. Maria Klein, as we shall see, had enough to do looking

after the Rafael Hernandez. Even Carmen Pole's fire was beginning to

sputter. By 1980, having traded her freedom of action for the glass

beads of legitimacy she would be caught in the coils of the new

bureaucracy, and it would be said, "We don't hear much. of Carmen these

days".

Increasingly now they would all rely on the services and expertise of

specialised lawyers like Alan ROM, a young anglo ex-Peace Corns

veteran who came to Boston in 1976 With some experience of representing

migrant farmworkers in Connecticut on issues of equal educational

opportunity. In Boston he was appointed to the Lawyers Committee for

Civil Rights Under Law of the Boston Bar Association, a charitable

afterthought that provided legal support for poor plaintif groups.

Even before his arrival in Boston Alan had become interested in bilingual

education through contact with maria Brisk, expert witness in the

Connecticut case. From 1977 through to 79 he was to become

increasingly involved in the bilingual movement, and particularly

with securing the "Lau Remedies", at the heart of the altercations

with Wood that have just been described.

In 1977, when de Gruttola was appointed permanent director of the

Bilingual Department, when bilingual provision in the schools was

in a state of chaotic fragmentation, Boston was made cognisant of the

Lan remedies established by the Office of Civil Rights. This was the

result of a 1974 Supreme Court decision in the Lau versus Nicholas case,

whereby all school districts were required to report to OCR on the toes

of programmes they offered to linguistic minorities. This was a requirement

of inestimable import for the development of what had been missing from

the bilingual dispute for ten years - a curriculum philosophy. Lau
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quickly established itself as a central issue in the battle for

effective bilingual provision in Boston, and the development and

acceptance of a Voluntary Law Compliance Plan became a priority

concern of the Hispanic leadership, particularly of Maria Brisk,

whose educational expertise was essential, and of Rom, whose legal

ultimatum to Wood and the School Committee in the Spring of 79 raised

the spectre of the bilingual issue being taken to Garrity if the Lau

requirement was not fully and promptly met.

In April 79 the new administration, up to its armpits in bilingual

crocodiles, capitulated to the combined forces of popular demonstration,

reasoned advopacy, legal threat and fiscal muscle. Key concessions

spared some of the Gruttola's central staff and structure (though not

his status), pledges were given on the hiring of specialist guidance

counsellors and curriculum developers, A coherent philosophy and

policieS on bilingual/bicultural educatión would be generated, and

a Voluntary Lau Compliance Plan, covering the identification and

language dominance assessment of minority children, appropriate

placement and the design of educational programs and services, staff

recruitment and training, and the monitoring and evaluation of services

to bilingual children, would be developed by the implementation team.

On November 30, 1979, some weeks after the fieldwork for the study

here reported was completed, the Voluntary Lau Compliance Plan was

accepted by the Boston School Committee. Another milestone in the

bilingual movement had been passed, another era begun. And within

a year of that decision, while this report was in the stage of final

assembly, the news reached us that the battle-weary Robert wood,

increasingly at odds with his multiple constituencies, with a School

Committee bent on reclaiming its "gifts" and a federal court that

would not relinquish the reins of command, had been fired less than

halfway through his four year term of appointment. With fresh out-

breaks of race-based tension in the Schools, Boston was back in the

vortex. Carmen Pole's comment, made in the winter of 79, offered a

foreshadowing epitaph. "I see the white communities screaming, I see

the black communities screaming. We're all screaming at the same time.

I don't know where it will end."
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Dentler, characteristically, took a longer term and more optimistic

view, though his critics were not slow to point out that, as a 200

dollar a day beneficiary, he could afford to. °I think we're working

along a natural, social, historical course of evolution and we're at

the edge of exhausting thd social movement phaSe, where you claim

you're oppressed, you seek redress, but you don't know whether that

will help people grow or not. We're now at the stage where fairly

adeqtate legitimacy is accorded, federal and state funds are pUmping

through, and there is a research and development resource to fuel the

base of knowledge. Now comes the hard part."

"CUrricUlum?"

In the early winter of 79, when we visited Boston, curriculum adhocery

was a crystallising concern of the bilingual community. Liana Perez-Felix,

for instance, one time teacher in charge of the Rafael Hernandez, now

director of the influential thinority serVice agenC► in Roxbury,

Alianza Hispana. "It's a sad story. Millions of dollars wasted, and

still no uniform curriculum. Every year you see groups funded to work

in curriculum but they never get together and make common tools. No.

Different titles, different funding, different programs, my enemy, we

don't work together. Children are switched from school to school each

year by desegregation, and there's no continuity after so many years."

For Liana the fragmentation and instability of resource and administrative

structures was one problem; another was the professionalisation of the

bilingual sector, and with it the erosion of crusading humanism. "In

the beginning they really cared about the children, those Anglos who

started it all." But overshadowing these perceptions was Liana's

conviction that at neither the State or the federal level, let alone

the local level, was there any genuine commitment to the needs of

educational linguistic minorities. The insistence on transition, on

short term assimilation into Anglo culture - "It's a band aid, a few

crumbs to keep you quiet."

"Will the Lau Plan change that?"

Shrug, a weary half-smile from one who had chased a lot of hopeful paper.

"Perhaps".
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Maria Brisk was equally scathing, if less philosophical, about the

reductionist impact of the political thumbscrews. "I am sick and

tired of defending the concept of bilingual education rather than

looking at how we can make it betters Defending whether bilingual

education is good or bad is a gross generalisation anyway. The goal

should be the education of the children and you use two languages

because its a more effective way to make healthy, well adjusted citizens.

I'm interested in the relative use of the two languages, how it's

affecting the work of the children, and I think a lot of things are

being badly done because of the political pressures."

For Dentler professionals like Maria had a key role to play in what

he called the coming technical phase of bilingual education, but were

presently frustrated from exploiting the opportunities "to define

excellence" that the Phase 2 plan intended to provide via the mechanism

of university pairings. The School Committee offered as its arrange-

ment for that a vending contract, the contract it uses for people who

fill candy machines. "Oe'll call you when the machine is empty, we'll

tell you if we want doughnuts or candy bars delivered." the contracts

are humilitating."

But Hispanic leaders like Alex Rodriquez, whose perspective was

fundamentally economic and whose strategy conceived of bilingual

education as an expedient means of prising open the labour market to

under-qualified Hispanics, did not share Maria's emphasis upon matching

in bilingual provision the comprehensive curriculum experience avail-

able to the majority of children. Like many of the parents, and many

of the children themselves, he was happy to settle for a basic skills

no frills curriculum that would equip Hispanics for penetration at the

lower end of the economy. "Then we'll take it from there."

This, then was the historical and contemporary context of the Rafael

Hernandez School, to which we will now devote our attention. As a lead

into the portrayal of the school I want briefly to return to 1976,

when Maria Klein was appointed principal, a position she holds today.

That was the first year of Phase 2 desegregation. Maria was in charge

of Boston's Title V11 program when, as a result of the Court plan, the

principalship of the Rafael Hernandez was rated. By this time Maria
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had acquired a Masters degree (in educational administration) a requisite

for appointment, and a qualification which the very popular teacher-

in-charge, Liana Perez-Felix, did not possess. Maria was appointed,

beating off the challenge of two Puerto Rican contenders, including

the favourite, Carmen Necheles, then Acting Director of the Department

of Bilingual Education and Maria's boss. Maria talked about her

reception at the schobl in September 76.

"Through the grapevine I heard there was going to be all sorts of

demonstrations on my arrival. So I went early, days before I was due.

They were shocked beCause I went to every room, I introduced myself

to everyone, to every child I saw, to every parent who came to pick

up kids. For the first month I was here quite a few members of staff

would not speak to me, including.one of the two Puerto Rican teachers.

The issue was I was not Puerto Rican, I was Cuban. I had to meet

protest groups of parents, I was interviewed on the Spanish media, I

was coming into a jungle. The first year was miserable." 	 It was three

years before Maria felt she had overcome the opposition. Staff turnover

helped to wash out the legacy of resentment, but it waS a slow process,

not helped by desegregation vagaries that constantly bedevilled Marials

efforts to secure a stable clientele.

In 1976 the Hernandez, a reluctant and deeply suspicious conscript

to the desegregation imperative, was still a Puerto Rican school

struggling to sustain its mission of cultural rearmament in the face

of a changing clientele. Passionately parrochial, isolationist in

relation to the school system, it was a community of do-it-yourself

pedagogic pragmatists. In Maria they saw the emissary of an

uncomprehending and indifferent establishment, come to reclaim the

runaway and normalise its mission. But Maria was nobody's messenger

girl. An astute, skilled and experienced administrator with a mind of

her own and an indomitable will, she weathered the early storms and set

about the task of improving the school.

There were many problems, some acute. The Hernandez was under-resourced,

lacking in materials, advice and support. The curriculum was poorly

synchronised, with an uncoordinated variety of textbooks in use, and

a chronic shortage of Spanish language materials. Maria knew how to

write proposals, where to send them, whose decision would count, how tc
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bypass channels and beard the fiscal gatekeepers. And with a large
majority of the pupils eligible for official definitions of
disadvantages, she was able to attract a diverse range of additional
resources, programs and staff to the school, transforming it within
a few years from a poorly to a relatively richly endowed institution.
Desegregation grants, bilingual grants, special needs grants,
cultural enrichment grants - a complex maze of categorical supplements
provided the raw materials of curriculum orchestration and expansion.

Grants came with strings attached of course, in theory restricting

flexibility of application, but the lack of systematic monitoring in

practice (nobody checks) made it possible to bend some resources to
the experienced structure of the curriculum problem. Into every proposal
she 'slipped' a request for textbooks or teaching materials (ill-.

considered by the funding categories) building up and broadening

(in terms of cultural content) the Spanish language stock, taking

advantage of the growing availability of Spanish textooks.

One of the major causes of hostility on the part of the Hernandez

teachers towards the downtown administration was, as it still is, the

annual testing of the pupils' progress in English and Mathematics.
These English language tests have to be taken by all pupils, by grade
level irrespective of their language dominance and, in the case of
Hernandez, without taking account of the fact that the children there
follow schedules based on achievement rather than age grades. Since
the results of these tests are published in the local press without
any elaboration of circumstance, the public image of the school that
is generated by this practice is consistently negative and unfair.
There are those in the central administration who argue that for a

transitional bilingual program tests in English constitute the
appropriate criterion of success, but to observe Hernandez teachers

translating test items for children who have not yet learned to read

English underlines the technical deficiency and educational

questionability of such a practice.

Maria persistently took issue with the administration over the tests

finally wringing a concessionary promise to publish separately the

results of the English dominant and the Spanish dominant pupils. The

dispute, and the practice, will presumably be overtaken by the im-

plementation of the Lau plan, which calls for the use of tests in the
child's dominant language.
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By 1979 the Rafael Hernandez showed the imprint and was under the

confident command of its principal, now tenured after three years

probationary service. She had broadened the cultural education of

the students from its Puerto Rican base to meet the needs of a more

diverse population, used her grantsmanship to fill the curriculum

gaps and her management skills to coordinate an increasingly complex

organisation, and maintained the personal contacts gained during her

spell downtown to secure quick and effective response to school

problems in the context of an increasingly cuMberson and unpredictable

central administration. She was a fully seasoned professional on the

bridge of the Hispanic flagship.

And there we have to leave off this particular history not knowing,

as we do, what the future holds for the Hispanic children of Boston,

or for their children. It has taken a mighty effort to bring into

dieing, even one custom built credentialling institution that starts

froth the proposition that any mother tongue is a learning asset. And

that institution, the Hernandez, is only an elementary school, not an

educational system. Its graduates will find their next institution

less comforting and probably less competent. One or two, now and then,

may go all the way to Harvard and MIT, to Beacon Hill and maybe even to

the White House. If a South Boston catholic, then who can't join the

bright and the beautiful? The Hispanic community already boasts its

own log cabin legends, living testimony to the most pervasive sentiment

of this society, that it is a meritocracy of talent and enterprise.

But the harsh reality of ethnic handicap is but disgUised by its

spectacular escapees. Most of the children of the Hernandez are

handicapped when they enter its kindergarten (the school's own estimate

is that eighty five pek cent of the pupils are not extrinsically

equipped to make normal progress). If they stay long enough (and that

certainly means longer than the State estimate of three years for

transitional bilingual provision) they will probably leave the Hernandez

with less of a shortfall in comeetitive performance than when they began.

But for most of them the receiving schools will be insufficiently

supportive to do other than reopen the gap. Like the concrete ramp

that now pointlessly links the Hernandez yard to its flat roof the

academic ladder so painstakingly constructed by its staff may in
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restrospect look like the stairway to a slide. Damon Runyon said it

better than most - "The race may not always be to the swift nor the

battle to the strong but buddy, that'd better he the way you bet."

Any forecastS Must/ hOwevert be temPere4 with caution. Around the

Hernandez, in a pattern replicated with variations in many other

cities, a labour-intenstve econoty hag evolved and mushroomed, providing

jobs, status, and the seeds of power for bilingual professionals.

Implementation of Lau will extend (perhaps vastly) this domain, while

the continuing struggle between local, state and federal agencie$

for control of the sChOols prOvides further 'Opportunities for thoSe

who work the interstiCes, and who'get the poIitkci..andHthe Piice right

in a country that is ,now recoiling from successive years of double

figure inflation. In BoSion dairitY, dug in for a long and .

acrimoniouqStruggle with the departure of Wodd,.will push his quota

hiring requirements into the heart of the btreaucracy.' Maria Hrisk,

ana others like her, will turn ou t.. thegUalifiecl PFCEessionals,

despite the rearguard actions of the DoSton 'eachers Union to offset

majority redundancies against areas of growth like bilingual and

special needs, And pragmatiC alliances between the old the new

power brokers (epitomised by Liana perez-relix's pOlic declaration

of support gore long diatanee runner Mayor white) 1011 help *cure

the Hispanic economy and make archaeology of sale ideolOgical hatchets.

"Bilingual education is all about jobs", we were told, even before we

set foot in VAAgachutett6‘ Mb14, of course it is abOut jobs{ as teachers

and aides, teacher trainers, parent organisers, administrators,

academics, senators, eveh presidente 4 and fot the children how in

the Hernande2 	 AboUt a fair ,chanCe tP Make a fa.4r ltving in the

world's wealthiest country.. But all about jobs? Not unless life is.
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